An algebra (A, (w,-),-e/) is said to be complete if for each n all functions/: An-^>A are definable in terms of the operations co* (iEI). The purpose of this note is to show that a finite algebra (A, <a) with a single operation is complete if and only if it has no subalgebras, automorphisms or homomorphic images apart from the obvious trivial ones. This generalizes results of Post [l] (|^4| =2) and Wheeler [2] (\A I =3). The proof is based on a theorem of Rosenberg [3] which characterizes complete finite algebras with any number of operations; the latter theorem in turn generalizes results of Post [l] (|^4| =2) and Jablonskii [4] (\A\=3).1
As a corollary of the main result we show that a finite algebra (A, co) with more than two elements is complete iff co generates a doubly transitive subgroup of the symmetric group on A. This improves results of Salomaa [5] and Schofield [7] .
In order to state Rosenberg's theorem we need to introduce certain We may now state the theorem of Rosenberg as follows:
Received by the editors September 5, 1966. [December For a finite algebra (Ek, (ui)iei) (k>2) to be complete it is necessary and sufficient that in each of the following cases there exists at least one w,' iiEI) that does not preserve the relation R:
1°. Ris a partial order on Ek with greatest and least element. 2°. R is ithe graph of) a nonidentical permutation of Ek. 3°. R is the relation ((xi+x2 = x3-r-x4)) where k=pm and G= (Ek, +) is an abelian group in which each nonzero element has order p.
4°. R is a nonidentical, nonuniversal equivalence relation on Ek. 5°. R is an h-ary central relation on Ek (1 ^h^k). 6°. R is for some h (3%h^k) and some surjection <p: Ek->Ehm a permutation of yl, or an equivalence on A is called a subalgebra, automorphism or congruence respectively iff it is preserved by each co,-(iEI). A subalgebra distinct from A is said to be proper, as is an automorphism other than the identity, or a nonuniversal, nonidentical congruence. The existence of proper congruences on A is equivalent to the existence of homomorphic images of A not isomorphic to A or to the one-element algebra. Theorem 1. A finite algebra iA, co) with a single operation is complete if and only if it has no proper subalgebras, automorphisms or congruences.
Proof.
In view of the above-mentioned result of Post we may restrict attention to the case A =Ek, k>2. The necessity of the condition is clear from 27 47 5° of Rosenberg's theorem. To prove sufficiency we have to show in cases l°-6° that if co preserves R then A has a proper subalgebra, automorphism or congruence. 1°. If co preserves a partial order g with greatest element u, then either {u} or^4\{w} is a proper subalgebra. We may suppose each gi surjective for otherwise Ek has a proper subalgebra.
If some gi depends essentially on more than one of its arguments then (cf. or congruence, where h does not exceed 2, it follows that co cannot generate a doubly transitive group of permutations.
